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(1) (2) If in the above two processes there are accompanied no other neutral particles we must conclude that the VO-particle which decays according to ( 1 ) and the one which decays according to (2) are different in nature. On the other hand, there is a strong evidence l ) that the processes (1) and (2) must be written correctly as follows:
vo --'; P+7r-+7r°, Vo --'; N + 7r+ + 7r-.
(1 )'
If this is the case, the two VO-particles which decay according to (I)' and (2)' turn out to be the same kind of particles. We assume that the latter possibility is right and further we propose a possible model in which a VO-particle is nothing but an excited state of a 1zucleon, Tllis excited state, we assume, is a consequence if a new kind if quantization oj a n.ucleon which is surrounded by the 7r-mes01Z field. Then the VO-particle decays (1)' and (2)' can be explained as the quantum jump from the excited state of a nucleon to the ground state of the nucleon. The energy liberated at this quantum jump is emitted in the form of quanta of the 7:"-meson field which induces the excited state of a nucleon.
According to the above model, one of the decay products of a J/o-particle must be always a proton or a neutron, therefore we must assume that two 7r-mesons are emitted at the decay of a VO-particle if the decay scheme (2) is true. In order to understand this decay mode into three particles, we assume a certain selection rule which forbits the transition from an excited to a ground state of a nucleon accompanied by a single quantum emission, but allows the transition accompanied by two 7r-meson emISSIOn. In the case of pseudoscalar 7r-meson field, it seems possible to obtain such a selection rule by assigning suitable properties to the excited state of a nucleon, namely a VO-particle. If there are charged V-particles in nature, they are perhaps also excited states of nucleons.
It is the most important purpose of this short note to remark that we cart also apply the above considerations to electrons and neutrinos. For this purpose, we return to the original Yukawa theory, according to which the 7r-meson field which interacts with protons and neutrons also interacts with electrons and neutrinos. Therefore if it is permitted for the 7r-meson field to produce certain excited states of nucleons, it is natural to assume that there are also some excited states of an electron or neutrino.
We decidedly assume that p.-meson is nothing but an excited state of an electron or a neutrino.
This assumption is supported by the very fact that in the fl-decay process there appears one electron and two neutrinos~). From the above assumed excited state hypothesis, it is easy to understand the fl-decay process. If we consider a fl-meson as an excited state of an electron, the p-decay can be explained as the quantum transition from the excited to the ground state of an electron accompanied by the neutrino pair creation, which can be shown by the formula (3) In this case it is forbidden to emit a quantum of the field which produces such an excited state and the quantum jump between two states, therefore the p-decay process results in the pair creation. On the other hand if we consider aft-meson as an excited state of a neutrino, the fl.-decay can be explained as the quantum jump accompanied by the electr.m-neutrino pair creation, which can be shown by the formula (4) In the former case, there is another possible mode of {1-decay besides that given by (3) , namely the decay process which is the quantum jump accompanied by the electron pair creation, the three electron decay of a p-meson. In order to forbid this three electron decay of a p-meson, we assume the latter possibility (4), namely we assume that a {1-meson is an excited state if a neutrino. From the usual standpoint based on the analogy between .a-decay and fl.-decay, the ,u-decay process cannot be explained so naturally owing to the fact that there are two neutrinos in the final stage of the decay process. It is to be remarked here that the decay mode (3) can be well approximated as the charge retention case in the Tiomno, Wheeler and Rau's investigations 3 ) and the decay mode ( 4) can be well approximated as antisymmetric or simple charge exchange case in the same investigations. It is shown 2 )4) that the experimental energy spectrum of a decay electron can be very well explained both in the case of the charge retention with scalar coupling and in the case of the antisymmetric charge exchange with tenser coupling. If we recall that the tensor interaction is also very hopeful in nuclear {3-processes 5 ), it is reasonable to take the latter case or the assumption which considers a p-meson as an excited state of a neutrino.
The most difficult point in this picture is how to understand the 7I'-meson decay process into a p-meson and a neutrino. According to the experiment A ), the 7I'-e decay rate is smaller than 1/1400 times the 7I'-p decay rate. As the present excited state hypothesis is based on the original Yuhawa meson theory, in which the 7I'-meson field interacts with both nucleons and electronneutrinos, we can reasonably expect that the 7I'-meson decays into an electron and a neutrino with a mean life of the order of 10-R sec in order to get the agreement with experiments in nuclear {3-processes. This value of the life time for the 7T: -e decay process is the same order of magnitude as that observed for the 7I'-p decay process.
Therefore the 7T:-e decay will compete with 7r-{1 decay and this contradicts with the experiment.
In order to overcome this di.fficulty, we must assign some properties to the pmeson, the excited state of a neutrino, just as the assignment of some properties to a Va-particle in order to avoid the two particle decay scheme of a VO-particle. Thus because of some differences in properties between an excited state and a ground state of a neutrino, it will be the case that the 7I'-e decay is forbidden or nearly forbidden, making the 7I'-p decay rate far larger than the 7I'-e decay rate. It is here remarkable that the same selection rule considerations are very successful in both cases of excited states. That the 7T:-p decay occurs with the life time of the order of 10-R see is quite reasonable because the excited state of a neutrino will interact with the 7T:-meson field at least as strong as the ground state does.
In this last paragraph we discuss a little about the mechanism which permits the existence of such an excited state of an elementary particle. The present author
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considers that the present ~trong coupling theoretical considerations would not be the correct picture. Rather it seems that we must consider the quantization of an elementary particle itself which produces some kind of boson field around it. In order to solve this quantization problem it seems essential to have a deep going understanding of the nature of elementary particles interacting with their surrounding fields.
